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One of the most popular topics of the long-running Gallery Girls series of pin-up books is that of the

wild "jungle girl." This powerful protectress of the animal kingdom is dressed in next-to-nothing,

swinging from tree to tree, flexing her mighty thighs and sinewy biceps; her hard body glistens with

pearls of sweat. A primitive with primal urges, she fights, she hunts, and in her more tender

moments, satisfies herself with total abandon. Not exactly the girl-next-door, but that's the point! In

this fourth excursion to deepest, darkest parts unknown, we display more exotic erotica, with

artwork by Tomas Giorello, Mitch Byrd, Pelaez, Ruben Meriggi, and a mighty band of fellow

explorers! Cover painting by Pelaez.
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In this volume four of a magnificent series of luscious sexy women of the jungle, the artwork is

coming of age. It is becoming more adult, macabre and horrorifying than ever, the apes are

maturing somewhat, and the back cover is so exquisitely done her beauty is in contrast to a life in

the jungle.There is all the death, fighting, loving and also magic, a lesiban, and life in general. Feast

your eyes on more of the same vibrant, sexy, not so clad, and a few pure lustful beauties of a jungle

some would love to live in.Add this volume to your library of jungle beauties and marvel at how the

artwork has taken a leap forward from the other three volumes. I am sure you will not regret the

choice with 23 artists to sate your craving until the next collection, hopefully.



I didn't know what to expect when I ordered this book, but imagined that there might be some sort of

story associated with the drawings. Instead of a story, the general theme is nothing but naked

young women in various jungle poses. Most of the women are attractive, but they are all black and

white pencil drawings. Some are very artistic and well done, but others are not. I was particularly

disturbed by one drawing of a woman perched on a tree branch urinating. We all could do without

that image. I saw nothing artistic, attractive, or even funny about it. Overall, this purchase was a

colossal disappointment and is not worth the money that I spent. I would not recommend this book

to anyone.

Jungle Tails is the 4th volume in this series from SQ Productions showing off a bevy of beautiful

jungle queens in various stages of dress...or undress as the case may be. Jungle Tails recalls those

great spicy adventure pulps of the 30's and 40's although the women in Jungle Tails are not the

helpless females of decades waiting to be rescued by the male hero. These women may be

gorgeous but they can kick butt as well.The book starts with a gorgeous pin-up quality painted cover

of "Sheena" by the great Pelaez before presenting 64 pages of vine-swinging, leopard-skin wearing

beauties. The usual array of talented Gallery Girls artists are on hand including Mitch Byrd, Glas

Gallego, Lucio Parillo, Anibal Maraschi and Tomas Giorello. Diego Candia has a drawing straight

out of an Edgar Rice Burroughs story with a topless jungle maiden battling a great bear. A fierce,

raven-haired cutie finds herself battling a pair of dark skinned natives in a piece by Pedro Cuevas. A

nude woman is bound tightly to the branch of a great tree as she recoils in terror as a great ape

approaches her through the brush...kind of a Fay Wray on a smaller scale, also done by

Cuevas.Isaac Delrivero shows off his skill with a hot nude blonde lying serenely atop a large

crocodile in the middle of a river. Keeping up with this theme is J.L. Marin with his own blonde jungle

queen resting peacefully in a tree while her pet leopard lies on another branch just above. Diego

Candia presents perhaps the most ferocious subject in the collection with is nude jungle babe

looking quite intimidating armed with a spear with the skulls of several of her victims dangling from

the end. Del Rivero may have my most favorite piece in the book in an ode to Robert E. Howard and

Conan as his ferocious female combatant stands in a pit of deadly snakes as a great python wraps

itself around her torso. She's holding the snakes head and deadly fangs at bay with one hand as

she's poised to deliver the killing blow with her knife. A fantastic piece!Jungle Tails 4 will sure to be

a hit with anyone who loves classic pin-up art with a 21st century edge.Reviewed by Tim Janson
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